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Dave Barry makes his fiction debut with a ferociously funny novel of love and mayhem in south Florida.

In his career, Dave Barry has done just about everything--written bestselling nonfiction, won a Pulitzer Prize,
seen his life turned into a television series. And now, at last, he has joined the long list of literary figures
from Jane Austen to Tolstoy who have made the transition from humor columnist to novelist...and done it
with a style and inventiveness that establishes that, yes, he is very good at that, too.

In the city of Coconut Grove, Florida, these things happen: A struggling adman named Eliot Arnold drives
home from a meeting with the Client From Hell. His teenage son, Matt, fills a Squirtmaster 9000 for his turn
at a high school game called Killer. Matt's intended victim, Jenny Herk, sits down in front of the TV with her
mom for what she hopes will be a peaceful evening for once. Jenny's alcoholic and secretly embezzling
stepfather, Arthur, emerges from the maid's room, angry at being rebuffed. Henry and Leonard, two hit men
from New Jersey, pull up to the Herks' house for a real game of Killer, Arthur's embezzlement apparently not
having been quite so secret to his employers after all. And a homeless man named Puggy settles down for the
night in a treehouse just inside the Herks' yard.

In a few minutes, a chain of events that will change the lives of each and every one of them will begin, and
will leave some of them wiser, some of them deader, and some of them definitely looking for a new line of
work. With a wicked wit, razor-sharp observations, rich characters, and a plot with more twists than the
Inland Waterway, Dave Barry makes his debut a complete and utter triumph.
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From reader reviews:

Patrick Cartwright:

As people who live in the particular modest era should be update about what going on or information even
knowledge to make these keep up with the era which can be always change and progress. Some of you
maybe will update themselves by studying books. It is a good choice for you but the problems coming to you
actually is you don't know which one you should start with. This Big Trouble is our recommendation to
cause you to keep up with the world. Why, because book serves what you want and want in this era.

Derek McCaleb:

Nowadays reading books are more than want or need but also be a life style. This reading addiction give you
lot of advantages. Associate programs you got of course the knowledge the rest of the information inside the
book which improve your knowledge and information. The information you get based on what kind of
reserve you read, if you want attract knowledge just go with schooling books but if you want really feel
happy read one with theme for entertaining such as comic or novel. Typically the Big Trouble is kind of
guide which is giving the reader unpredictable experience.

Edward Suniga:

Big Trouble can be one of your nice books that are good idea. All of us recommend that straight away
because this reserve has good vocabulary that will increase your knowledge in terminology, easy to
understand, bit entertaining however delivering the information. The article writer giving his/her effort to put
every word into delight arrangement in writing Big Trouble but doesn't forget the main position, giving the
reader the hottest as well as based confirm resource data that maybe you can be certainly one of it. This great
information may drawn you into brand-new stage of crucial contemplating.

Donna Hoffmann:

Reserve is one of source of know-how. We can add our knowledge from it. Not only for students but
additionally native or citizen will need book to know the change information of year to year. As we know
those textbooks have many advantages. Beside we add our knowledge, may also bring us to around the
world. From the book Big Trouble we can acquire more advantage. Don't you to definitely be creative
people? To get creative person must love to read a book. Only choose the best book that appropriate with
your aim. Don't always be doubt to change your life by this book Big Trouble. You can more pleasing than
now.
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